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Dorothy Menasco 

From: Dorothy Menasco 
Sent: 

To : Katherine Fleming 
Cc: 

Subject: RE: Docket Nos. 080407-08041 3 

Thursday, July 02, 2009 10:58 AM 

Ann Cole; Kimberley Pena; Erik Sayler 

Hi Katherine, 

The cover letters for DNs 05399-09 and 0541 5-09 reference Dockets 080409 and 080410, respectively, however, the 
attached pleadings are where we take the infonnation from, and they both list all the dockets. Therefore, they are 
placed in all dockets. 

Yes, please look at each document individually and advise which ones should be in certain dockets only. My advice to 
avoid further confusion would be to ask the companies to only include the one docket number on the pleading rather 
than the cover letter. 

For now, based on your request below, we will reflect DN 05399-09 in Docket 080409 only, and DN 05415-09 in 
Docket 08041 0 only. 

'Thal1k you for your help. 

From: Katherine Fleming 
Sent: Thursday, July 02, 2009 10:27 A N  
To: Dorothy Menasco 
Cc: Ann Cole; Kimberley Pena; Erik Sayler 
Subject: Docket Nos. 080407-080413 

1 just wanted to make you aware of a problem in docket nos. 080407 through 0804 13. I've noticed that some items are 
being scanned into all dockcts when they should only be included iii one dockct. 

For example, Document No. 05399-09, is TECO's direct testimony. 'The filing clearly states that it is for Docket No. 
080409, but it's been placed in all dockets. Document No. 05415-09 is Gulfs direct testimony. The filing states that it 
is for Docket No. 08041 0, but it's bceri placed in all dockets. Thesc arc just two examples of many. I t  is getting really 
confusing for outside parties to follow. Is there a way that we can clean up the dockets and place the documents in the 
coi-rect docket files? Do I need to go through each docket and identify the document numbers that are in the incorrect 
docket or is there a more efficient way to do this'? 

Please let me know. 

Thanks. 

7/2/2009 

D O C U M E N 1  NtiMBER-CAT€ 

06676 JUL-28 

FPSC-COMMISSIOH CLERK 


